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ABSTRACT
The first generation of E-ELT instruments will include an optical–infrared High Resolution Spectrograph, con-
ventionally indicated as EELT-HIRES, which will be capable of providing unique breakthroughs in the fields of
exoplanets, star and planet formation, physics and evolution of stars and galaxies, cosmology and fundamental
physics. A 2-year long phase A study for EELT-HIRES has just started and will be performed by a consortium
composed of institutes and organisations from Brazil, Chile, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom. In this paper we describe the science goals and the prelim-
inary technical concept for EELT-HIRES which will be developed during the phase A, as well as its planned
development and consortium organisation during the study.
Keywords: Extra-solar Planet Atmospheres, Population III stars, Fundamental Physics and Cosmology, High
Resolution Spectroscopy, Extremely Large Telescopes
1. INTRODUCTION
The exploitation of the large collecting area of the E-ELT to explore the High Spectral Resolution domain has
been considered and studied since the early phases of the E-ELT program. Out of the Phase-A Instrument
studies1 two have been dedicated to the spectral high resolution domain: CODEX,2 an ultra-stable optical
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(0.37-0.710 µm) high resolution (R = 120, 000) spectrograph and SIMPLE,3 a Near-IR (0.84-2.5 µm) High
Resolution (R = 130, 000) AO-assisted spectrograph. When considered together, these studies demonstrated
the importance of high resolution spectroscopy for the E-ELT with a simultaneous coverage of optical and near-
IR. Then, following the recommendations of the E-ELT Science Working Group and of the Scientific Technical
Committee, ESO decided to include a High Resolution Spectrograph in the E-ELT instrumentation roadmap
(EELT-HIRES, HIRES hereafter). Soon after conclusion of the respective phase A studies, the CODEX and
SIMPLE consortia gave birth to the HIRES initiative (http://www.hires-eelt.org) which started developing the
concept of an X-Shooter-like spectrograph, but with high resolution capable of providing R ∼ 100.000 in the
0.37-2.5 µm wavelength range. Following an open workshop in September 2012 the HIRES Initiative prepared
a White Paper summarizing a wide range of science cases proposed by the community4 and also assembled a
Blue Book with a preliminary technical instrument concept. With the start of construction for the E-ELT, the
Initiative has decided to organise itself as the HIRES Consortium and recruited additional institutes from Brazil,
Denmark and Poland, which have expressed their interest in HIRES. The consortium answered the Request for
Information on HIRES issued by ESO in 2015, and subsequently, to the call for Phase A studies. ESO then
awarded the Phase A study to the HIRES consortium and the study kick-off meeting was held at the Arcetri
Observatory in Florence on March 22nd, 2016. The end of the Phase A study, including final acceptance, is
foreseen to happen by March 22nd, 2018.
2. KEY SCIENCE CASES
The instrument hereby proposed is conceived to be very versatile, capable of pursuing a multitude of science
cases (see HIRES White Paper, Maiolino et al. 2013), but with the focus on outstanding science cases which can
only be achieved through high spectral resolution with the photon collecting area provided by the E-ELT. In the
following we give a summary of the main science areas:
• Exoplanets (characterization of planetary atmospheres and the detection of life signatures, exoplanets
debris)
• Star and planet formation (Protoplanetary disks)
• Stellar physics, chemistry and astro-archaeology (3D structure of stellar atmospheres, solar twins,
stellar magnetic fields, isotope ratios and nucleosynthesis for the earliest and the latest stages of stellar evo-
lution, chemical enrichment in the local group, extremely low metallicity stars, resolved stellar populations
in extragalactic star clusters)
• Galaxy formation (Population III stars, reionization, intergalactic medium, massive galaxies evolution,
supermassive black holes)
• Fundamental Physics and Cosmology (variation of fundamental constants, constraints on Dark Matter
and Dark Energy, constraints on non-standard physics, Sandage Test)
Exoplanets. The characterization of exoplanets is one of the outstanding key science cases for HIRES.
The focus will be on detecting and quantifying exoplanet atmospheres. More specifically, the unprecedented
capabilities of HIRES will enable astronomers to derive the chemical composition, stratification and weather in
the atmospheres of exoplanets over a wide range of planets, from Neptune-like down to Earth-like including those
in the habitable zones. The ultimate goal is the detection of signatures of life. The extremely high signal-to-noise
ratio required to detect the atmospheric signatures has paradoxically pushed this area into the “photon-starved”
regime with current facilities, making the collecting area of the E-ELT essential for achieving such an ambitious
goal. The key requirements for this science case are a spectral resolution R ∼ 100, 000 (primarily required to
disentangle the exoplanet atmospheric features from the telluric absorption lines of our atmosphere and to increase
the sensitivity by allowing the detection of narrow lines, but also to trace different layers of the atmosphere and
exoplanet weather), a wide wavelength range (0.37-2.5 µm), high stability of the PSF on the detector during
planetary transits and high flat-fielding accuracy. Within this context it is important to emphasize that HIRES
will be the key instrument to follow-up the PLATO space mission, recently approved by ESA for launch in 2024
(5). Indeed, PLATO will provide thousands of transiting exoplanets, down to Earth-like objects, many of which
will urge atmospheric characterization, but which will be feasible only through high resolution spectroscopy at
extremely large telescopes.6 A polarimetric mode would further enhance the exoplanet diagnostic capabilities
of HIRES, especially for the detection of chirality as a bio-signature. Similar capabilities (especially in the blue
part of the spectrum) are required for enabling the detection of planetary debris on the surface of white dwarfs,
which is an alternative and exciting technique to trace the composition of exoplanets. In the ELT era, radial
velocity studies will not only focus on the detection of exo-Earths, but also on the measurement of the weak
and rare time-limited Rossiter-McLaughlin effect to determine the spin-orbit obliquity of terrestrial planets. The
latter will require a stability of the spectrometer of 10 cm s−1.
Star and planet formation. HIRES will also provide the capability of revealing the dynamics, chemistry,
and physical conditions of the inner-most regions of stellar accretion disks as well as protoplanetary disks of
young stellar objects. Therefore, it provides unprecedented constraints on the physics of star formation, jet
launching mechanisms and planet formation in general. These observations will be highly synergic with those
at other wavelengths from facilities like ALMA. To achieve these goals in the near-IR, the instrument’s high
spectral resolution (R ∼ 100, 000) should be accompanied with spatially resolved information (possibly with an
Integral Field Unit - IFU - mode) at the diffraction limit of the E-ELT. This science case would also benefit
from a polarimetric mode, which would provide information on the magnetic field in the funnelling region of the
accretion disk.
Stellar physics, chemistry and astro-archaeology. Stars are far from being understood. In particular,
dynamical phases of stellar evolution are not well explored. Although new simulations of stellar convection,
differential rotation, stellar magnetic activity, mass loss, and interior mixing, as well as star formation and the
interaction of stars with protoplanetary disks and planets are being developed, these efforts are to a considerable
degree dependent on high simplifications and unknown initial conditions. The only way to remedy this situation
is to guide theoretical developments with better observations. Among the most demanding observable is the
magnetic field of a star and its role for stellar evolution and cosmic-ray shielding for its planets. Was the
civilization on our planet only possible because the Sun has a magnetic field of just the right strength? High-
resolution spectral and polarimetric observations of solar twins at the age of the Sun and beyond will clearly
contribute to the answer. The detection of biomarkers is an already ongoing race. There is also the interesting
new possibility of detecting the presence of terrestrial planets from stellar spectroscopy alone, based on the
unusual volatile-to-refractory ratio of the Sun. As for galactic archaeology, HIRES will deliver for the very first
time the high resolution and high quality (S/N > 100) required to trace in detail the chemical enrichment pattern
of solar-type and cooler dwarf stars out to distances of several kpc, therefore sampling most of the Galactic disk
and bulge. HIRES will also enable astronomers to chemically characterize sub-giants and red giants in the outer
Galactic halo and in neighbouring dwarf galaxies. With a spectral resolution of R ∼ 100, 000 and a broad spectral
coverage (0.37-2.5 µm), the detailed chemical mapping of numerous elements and isotopes will reveal the origin
and the formation history of ancient stars. This will be crucial for the extremely low metallicity stars, whose
photospheres may trace the chemical abundances resulting from the enrichment of the first population of stars
(Pop-III).
Galaxy formation. In the context of galaxy formation and cosmology, one of the most exciting prospects
for HIRES is the detection of elements synthesized by the first stars in the Universe. The direct detection of
Pop-III stars (through the associated UV nebular features, e.g., HeII emission), in the early Universe, is probably
out of reach also for JWST, and subject to interpretation ambiguities. HIRES will probably be the first facility
that could unambiguously detect the fingerprint of Pop-III stars by measuring the chemical enrichment typical
of this population in the Inter-Galactic (IGM) and Inter-Stellar Medium (ISM) in the foreground of Quasars,
GRBs and Super-Luminous Supernovae at high redshift, probing in this way the epoch of reionization. These
observations will reveal the nature and physical properties of the first stars that populated the Universe, indeed
different potential Pop-III progenitors are expected to result in specific chemical enrichment patterns. The high
spectral resolution of HIRES will also allow astronomers to trace in detail the history of the reionization process
of the Universe and the subsequent thermal history of the IGM. This will in turn provide crucial information
on the classes of sources responsible for the reionization of the Universe (in particular young stars, Pop-III or
AGNs). To reach these exciting science goals with HIRES requires a spectral resolution R > 50, 000 and a
spectral coverage extending from about 4000 A˚ to 2.5 µm. If enabled with some multiplexing capability (5-10
objects), HIRES will also be able to obtain a three-dimensional map of the cosmic web of the IGM at high
redshift, by probing absorption systems towards multiple lines of sight on scales of a few arcminutes and by
targeting star forming galaxies. This technique has already been successfully tested with existing telescopes.
The much higher sensitivity of HIRES will enable astronomers to obtain a far more complete tomographic map
of the IGM by sampling a much higher density of lines of sight (by accessing fainter galaxies) and down to
much lower intervening absorption columns. Most importantly, if the simultaneous wavelength coverage extends
from 4000A˚ to 2.5 µm, HIRES will have the exceptional capability of obtaining a three-dimensional map of the
distribution of metals in the IGM, which would be a unique probe of the enrichment process of the Universe.
When equipped with an IFU sampling the ELT diffraction limit, HIRES, with its high spectral resolution
(R ∼ 100, 000) will be the only tool to measure the low mass end of supermassive black hole in galactic nuclei,
down to ∼ 104− 105M. By investigating whether the galaxy-black hole scaling relations hold down to very low
masses, or there are significant deviations, it will be possible to test and discriminate between different galaxy-
black hole co-evolutionary theories. Most importantly, low mass black holes bear the signature of primordial
black hole seeds, hence by probing their mass distribution and relation with their host galaxies, it will be possible
to test different scenarios that have been proposed for the primordial formation of black holes.
Fundamental Physics and Cosmology. Perhaps most exciting, HIRES will be an instrument capable
of addressing issues that go beyond the limited field of Astronomy, breaking into the domain of “fundamental
physics”. In particular, HIRES will provide the most accurate tests of the stability of the fundamental constants
of nature such the fine structure constant α and competitive constraints on dynamical dark energy and Weak
Equivalence Principle violations. Similarly, competitive tests can be made for the proton-to-electron mass ratio
µ. These measurements require that HIRES has a spectral resolution R ∼ 100, 000 and high efficiency in the blue
part of the spectrum. HIRES will also deliver the most accurate measurements of the CMB temperature at high
redshift (using CO measurements, which are S/N limited) and of the deuterium abundance, both of which will
provide stringent constraints on models of non-standard physics. The exquisite S/N and high spectral resolution
delivered by HIRES will also enable a statistically robust study of the profile of the Lyα forest, which among
other things will provide extremely tight constraints on the nature of Dark Matter, and in particular any putative
contribution by warm dark matter (e.g. gravitinos). Many of the spectra gathered for the above purposes will
also contribute to the first measurement of the redshift drift-rate dz/dt deep in the matter dominated era. This
is a a unique, direct, non-geometric and completely model-independent measurement of the Universe’s expansion
history (the Sandage test). This should be regarded as the beginning of a legacy experiment. In addition to high-
spectral resolution (R ∼ 100, 000), this measurement requires excellent wavelength calibration with a precision
of about 70 cm s−1 (which can be achieved with laser comb technology and high fibre scrambling efficiency) and
with a stability of the accuracy of the calibration, of the order of 2 cm s−1, over the duration of the lifetime of
the instrument.
3. SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS AND COMPARISON WITH ESO TOP LEVEL
REQUIREMENTSS
In summary, the various science cases result in the following set of requirements:
• A primary high-resolution observing mode withR ∼ 100, 000 and a simultaneous wavelength range 0.37−2.5
µm (although the extension to 0.33 µm is desirable for some cases).
• For most science cases a stability of about 10 cm s−1 and an accuracy of the relative wavelength calibration
of 1 m s−1 are sufficient. The exoplanet radial velocity cases also require a wavelength accuracy down to
10 cm s−1.
• The Sandage test requires a stability as good as 2 cm s−1 over the duration of a night and also an absolute
wavelength calibration of 2 cm s−1. These numbers are at the date considered as desirable goals more than
design drivers.
• The science cases of mapping the large scale structure matter distribution, galaxy evolution and extra-
galactic star clusters would greatly benefit from having, within the same wide spectral coverage (0.37-2.5
Table 1. Top Level Requirements prepared by the HIRES Consortium and comparison with those issued by ESO (ESO-
204697).
	
TLR	 Reference	science	cases	 HIRES	Consortium	 ESO-204697		
(Table	15)	
Spectral	
resolution	
most	cases	
stellar	structure	
IGM	tomog.,	gal.	evolution	
~	100,000	
100,000	(goal	150,000)	
>=10,000	
50,000-100,000	
150,000	(goal	200,000)	
>10,000	
Wavelength	
range	
most	cases	 0.37-2.5	µm			
(goal	as	blue	as	practical)	
0.37-2.4	µm			
(goal	0.33-2.4µm)	
Spatial	
resolution	
most	cases																											
	
solar	system,	protopl.	
disks,	stellar	structure,	
superm.	black	holes		
point	 sources,	 no	 spatial	
information	needed	
nearly	DL	in	K	(goal	NIR)	
point	 sources,	 no	 spatial	
information	needed	
DL	on-axis	at	λ>1µm	
Entrance	
aperture	
most	cases	
	
exoplanet	atmospheres		
	
solar	system,	protopl.	disks,	
stellar	 structure,	 superm.	
black	holes		
dense	stellar	field		
	
stellar	 populations,	 galaxy	
evolution,	IGM	tomography	
1	(single	object)	
	
1	(goal	2)		
	
DL	 IFU	 in	 K	 (goal	 NIR),	 a	 few	
tens	mas	FoV			
	
	
	
DL	 IFU/MOS	 in	 K	 (goal	 NIR),		
a	few	10	(goal	a	few	100)	mas	
FoV		
	
1	(single	object)		
	
2	(target	and	reference)	
	
DL	IFU	at	NIR,	20-200	mas	
FoV	
	
	
	
10	
	
Wavelength	
calibration	
most	cases		
precise	RVs	
<	1	m/s	
Espresso-like	in	the	visual	
<	0.7	m/s	(goal	<0.5	m/s)	
	
Stability	on	
detector	
exoplanet	atmospheres		
	
10	cm/s	night-1		
PSF+detector	<0.1%		
10	cm/s	night-1	
	
Stability	of		
λ	calibration	
redshift	drift	 2	cm/s	(goal	1cm/s)	 2	cm/s	(goal	1cm/s)	
Sky	
subtraction	
galaxy	 evolution,	
reionization,	IGM	
simultaneous	sky	and	target		
spectra	 in	 single	 object	
mode,	 only	 a	 goal	 in	 IFU	
mode	
simultaneous	 sky	 and	
target	 	 spectra	 in	 single	
object	mode,	only	a	goal	
in	IFU	mode	
Polarimetry	 exoplanet	 atmospheres,	
protoplanetary	disks,	stellar	
magnetic	fields	
full	Stokes	vector,	single	point-
sources,		simultaneous	feed	for	
two	spectrographs	
Accuracy	10-3	
Sensitivity	10-5	
µm), a moderate multiplexing capability (5-10 objects within a FoV of a few arcminutes) with a moderate
spectral resolution mode (R ∼ 10, 000− 50, 000).
• Most of the extragalactic, high-z science cases require an accurate subtraction of the sky background, to
better than 1%.
Table 1 provides a summary of the top level requirements that, according to the consortium, would enable
HIRES to achieve most of the science goals outlined above and in the White Paper. These requirements are com-
pared with the Top Level Requirements (TLR) issued by ESO in document ESO-204697, Top Level Requirement
for ELT-HIRES.
It is worth noticing that the call for phase A studies issued by ESO requires a baseline design with a cost cap
of 18 MEuros. This is well below the rough cost estimates made in the early phases by the HIRES Initiative for
an instrument capable of fulfilling all TLRs. Therefore the selection of a subset of TLRs to drive the instrument
design must be performed at the beginning of the phase A study (see below).
Figure 1. Possible HIRES architecture with wavelength splitting in four spectrographs. Wavelength splitting is indicated
only for illustrative purposes and will be the results of the trade-off analysis conducted during the Phase A study.
4. POSSIBLE INSTRUMENT CONCEPT TO FULFIL THE SCIENCE
REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we describe a possible concept for a modular instrument in line with all requirements presented
in table 1. This concept is based on the preliminary technical study conducted by the HIRES initiative. The
modular nature of this design offers the advantage of easy, non-destructive de-scoping of the instrument to match
the cost-cap imposed by ESO: one or more modules could be built within the 18 MEuros cost cap with the others
waiting for more money to become available.
The design of an instrument operating from the blue to the K band requires different detector technologies
to be encompassed in the design not to mention the different required temperature regimes, e.g. cryogenic
environment beyond 1 micron. A modular fibre-fed cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph is considered as a
promising concept to be deeply studied. Such concept has been investigated by the HIRES consortium and is
summarised in Figure 1. It is described in detail in the Blue Book. The light from the telescope is split via
dichroics into N wavelength channels. Each wavelength channel includes several interfaces that feed, through
separate groups of fibres, a dedicated spectrograph module. Each interface and fibre bundle corresponds to
an observing mode. Based on its preliminary analysis, we consider the four spectrograph modules shown in
Figure 1 as our starting point. The wavelength separation between the modules is influenced, among many other
parameters, by the optical transparency of the different types of fibres available on the market. Therefore, the
different modules could be positioned at different distances from the telescope focal plane depending of how
much light loss one is willing to take. The flexibility of detaching the modules from the telescope, allowed by
the fibres, is an important advantage of this design. All spectrograph modules have a fixed configuration, i.e.,
no moving parts inside the spectrograph. They consist of a series of parallel entrance slits, each generated from
a separate set of fibres that, in turn, determines the observing mode. A definition of the baseline observing
modes is foreseen for this phase-A study. An integral part of the instrument concept is its data flow and control.
The preliminary data flow concept investigated by consortium follows an end-to-end scheme of operations with
the final goal of providing the astronomer with high-level scientific products as complete and precise as possible
in a short time after the end of an observation. This will be further investigated during the phase A study in
several dedicated work packages, from data reduction and data analysis to low level instrument control. Table
2 (top) summarises the compliances of the preliminary design with the TLRs issued by ESO and shows the
existing instruments which justify the fulfilment of the TLRs. Table 2 (bottom) shows the instrument heritage
at a subsystem level. Table 2 clearly indicate that there are almost no technical challenges for this design, and
that this is based on existing instruments all built by consortium members.
In conclusion, considering the top level requirements set by Table 1 and the ESO Document ESO-204697
Top Level Requirement for ELT-HIRES, a preliminary evaluation of a possible concept of a modular fibre-fed
cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph drives to the following conclusions that will have to be validated by the
Phase A study. An Instrument able to provide high-resolution spectroscopy (100,000) over a wide wavelength
range (0.37-2.5 µm) can be built with currently available technology. No obvious show-stoppers were identified
but some R&D is foreseen to maximise performance and/or reduce the cost. The project can be developed with a
staged timeline for the various sub-systems, thereby adjusting to the available funds. Furthermore, the proposed
concept will comprise the following advantages:
• Flexible module location, i.e., the location of the different modules may adapt to the development of the
telescope.
• Fibre-fed instrument designed for seeing-limited observations: its main performances will not depend on
external AO although AO will allow additional observing modes (e.g. IFU).
• Insensitivity of HIRES PSF to variations of pupil illumination (due, e.g., to missing segments from the
primary mirror).
• High dynamic range making it possible to reach a very high S/N in a single exposure.
Table 2. Top Level Requirements compliance and past/existing projects to justify compliance (top). Same as top table
but at a subsystem level (bottom).
Requirement	 Compliance	 Heritage	
Spectral	Resolution	 C	 PEPSI,	UVES,	HARPS,	CRIRES,	ESPRESSO,	GIANO	
Wavelength	range	 C	 X-SHOOTER,	GIANO,	CARMENES	
Spatial	Resolution	 C	 LBT	Adaptive	Optics	
Entrance	Aperture	 C	 HARPS,	ESPRESSO,	4MOST,	K-MOS	
Stability	and	wavelength	precision	 C	 ESPRESSO,	HARPS,	CRIRES+,	CARMENES,	SPIRou	
Sky	subtraction	 C	 HARPS,	PEPSI	
Polarimetry	 C	 HARPS-POL,	Espadons,	Narval,	PEPSI	
	
	 Subsystem	 Heritage	
UB	spectrograph	 UVES,	HARPS,	ESPRESSO,	PEPSI	
VRI	spectrograph	 HARPS,	ESPRESSO,	PEPSI,	CARMENES	
YJH	spectrograph	 CRIRES,	GIANO,	CARMENES	
K	spectrograph	 CRIRES,	GIANO,	LUCI	
Front	End	 ESPRESSO,	HARPS,	PEPSI,	CARMENES	
Polarimetry	 PEPSI,	HARPS-Pol,	FORS	
Calibration	 HARPS,	ESPRESSO,	CRIRES,	CARMENES	
Software	 HARPS,	ESPRESSO,	CARMENES,	SPIRou	
	
5. CONSORTIUM ORGANIZATION
The Consortium is composed of institutes from Brazil, Chile, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Portu-
gal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom (table 3). For each country, one institute ( “Coordinating
Institution”) coordinates the contributions from all other institutes of that country (“Other Consortium Mem-
bers”). The Italian National Institute for Astrophysics (INAF) is the lead technical Institute and Alessandro
Marconi, from the University of Florence and INAF, is the PI of the consortium.
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board, blu - project office, magenta - technical team)
The consortium structure is schematically represented in Figure 2. The HIRES project is coordinated by the
Principal Investigator (PI; A. Marconi) who is also the contact person between ESO and the HIRES consortium.
The Board of co-Investigators (co-Is) is composed of one representative per country (see Table 3; all decisions
concerning the overall scientific performance and exploitation of the instrument and all matters concerning the
organization of the consortium ar taken by the PI and the Board. During the meetings with the Board the PI
is assisted by the Project Scientist (PS; R, Maiolino) and by the Project Manager (PM; L. Valenziano). The PS
chairs the Science Advisory Team (SAT) and is responsible for finalising the top level requirements and providing
the link between the science and technical team. The SAT is composed of a science team at large and of a core
science team. The science team at large is composed of 4 working groups, each with a coordinator and a deputy.
• Exoplanets and Circumstellar Disks (Coordinator E. Palle, Deputy C. Lovis)
• Stars and Stellar Populations (C. Allende, A. Korn)
• Formation and Evolution of Galaxies and Intergalactic Medium (V. D’Odorico, E. Zackrisson)
• Cosmology and Fundamental Physics (J. Liske, C. Martins)
Each working group is composed of about 15 members beyond coordinator and deputy. The PS, as chair, the
coordinators and deputies of each working group constitute the core science team. The science team is responsible
for all matters that concern the science cases for the instrument, for instance for the prioritisation of the key
science cases that will allow to help defining the baseline design of the instrument.
The Project Office (PO) is coordinated by the PM and includes the Instrument Scientist (IS; Livia Origlia),
the System Engineer (SE; M. Riva), the Software System Engineer (SSE; P. Di Marcantonio). The project office
coordinates the activities of the various Work Packages (WP) which include: Visible sub-system (i.e. the one or
more visible spectrographs), Infrared sub-system (i.e. the one or more near-infrared spectrographs), Front End,
Calibration, Software, Fibre Link, Polarimeter, Multifunctional sub-system (i.e. AO, IFU and MOS observing
modes, etc.).
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While development plan will follow the usual V-shape approach, Phase A will be based on a 
recursive waterfall development logic, with continuous iteration and overall verification. It is 
illustrated in the following diagram  
 
Figure 4 Development model 
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Figure 3. Development of the phase A study.
6. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PHASE A STUDY
The phase A study will be developed according to the steps indicated in figure 3 and described below.
• Science Goals and Priorities. Th SAT identifies the top priority science cases for the instrument, as a
result of the work done in each working group which is then merged by the core SAT.
• Instruments TLRs definition & Technical specifications. The PS, with the support of the SAT, identifies
the science requirements and defines the TLRs which must be a subset of those provided by ESO. The
technical team, in collaboration with the PS, prepares technical specifications based on the TLRs.
• Architectural design & Trade-off analysis. The technical team prepares a straw man design. The technical
team identifies the different possible configurations that atch the TLRs. The technical team also identifies
possible extensions to each configuration which can help a better matching of the TLR (i.e. additional
parts likely requiring extra fu ding with r spect to the cost cap).
• Baseline design. The technical team further iterates and extracts a first baseline design that also matches
the cost cap by ESO and provides a first evaluation of technical feasibility and risks.
• Technical Specification verification. The Technical team, in collaboration with the PS, verifies the match
between the Technical Specification and the baseline instrument design.
• TLR validation. The PS informs the SAT which evaluates the impact of the proposed baseline instrument
design on the top science cases. The SAT identifies pros and cons for the top science cases with a given
configuration (e.g. dropping a given module or including another one). The SAT also studies the feasibility
of the science cases with lower priority.
• The PS revises the TLRs providing input to the technical team for a revision of the baseline design. A
new baseline design is produced and the process is iterated to a satisfactory convergence.
7. GENERAL REMARKS
The preliminary design based on four modular fibre-fed cross-dispersed echelle spectrographs promises to match
all TLRs issued by ESO but its cost estimate is likely well above the envisioned cost-cap of 18 MEuros. One
possibility would be to find a much cheaper design per module spectrograph but, considering that each of the
four modules corresponds to a VLT instrument like ESPRESSO this possibility is highly unlikely. Therefore, the
only option is a de-scoping of the current design. Given the modular nature of the instrument, it is therefore
natural to consider a reduced number of modules with a correspondingly smaller wavelength range. However it
is important that the simultaneous wavelength coverage is as large as possible, encompassing both optical and
near infrared, for the following reasons.
• The scientific importance of simultaneous optical and near infrared observations has been clearly demon-
strated by X-Shooter at the VLT and has been emphasized for HIRES at the E-ELT all along. However,
the real strength of HIRES is the combination of the large wavelength coverage and high spectral resolu-
tion with the large photon-collecting capacity. HIRES would also be the only instrument at any ELT that
provides polarimetric information.
• HIRES is intended to be a general purpose high resolution spectrograph for the community of ESO member
states and must be ready to meet the scientific challenges of the next decades. This requires a large as
possible wavelength range, encompassing at least both the optical and the near-IR.
• The E-ELT telescope time will be too valuable not to exploit it to the largest possible extent. High-
resolution spectra with an X-Shooter like wavelength range would have an enormous legacy value for the
future community.
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